
July 27, 2021
PDA Debate Kagoshima Rules (English)

1 [About] In this debate, the Government (Affirmative) and the Opposition (Negative) make an
effort to convince the judge(s), who is an ordinary person, on a Motion given by the Management
Board. In the game, the winner is the team that is more persuasive than the other.

2 [Management Board] The Management Board (MB, hereafter) consists of teachers and decides
how to manage the tournament, such as time, which side each team takes in each round, etc. MB
decides the chief manager and chief judge for the tournament.

3 [participation and category] Debaters are the students from high schools in Kagoshima. In the
tournament, there are two categories; Category A for advanced students and Category B for
beginners. Only the top team in Category A can go to the PDA national. From each school, up to
three teams can apply to each category. In online tournaments, holding those 2 categories shall be
specified on Official Letter (Jisshi Youkou).

4 [Team members] Each team consists of four students from the same high school. Three out of
four can participate in each round, and the rest take the role of chairperson or time keeper (If the
team is affirmative (the Government), he or she will be chairperson and if negative (the
Opposition), time keeper). Each team must submit the name of Team Judge when applying.

5 [Classrooms] Game settings should be arranged as specified by MB. In a face-to-face
tournament, the room arrangement is as follows unless desks and chairs are fixed. If fixed, it will
be announced separately by MB. In online tournaments, there are no restrictions. Only the
audience or observers who get permission from MB can watch games, and they need to identify
their names and affiliation.

Motion is written on the blackboard.
The Government (3)　　　Speech table　　　The Opposiotion (3)



6 [Flow of the Round] Each round proceeds as follows;
(1) [20 minutes before the round] Chairperson (CP, hereafter) and Time keeper (TK) should be in

the MB room twenty minutes before the round. Following the instructions of MB, they accept
the Motion of the round and judge papers, etc. The debaters should be seated in the
designated seats (Preparation seats) 20 minutes before the round. Debaters should decide
their own roles, such as PM, LO, MG, etc before the motion is announced.

(2) [Motion Announcement (15 minutes before the round)] MB, CP or TK write the motion exactly
15 minutes before the starting time of the round on a board or show it on a computer screen.
Until then, CP and TK cannot show the motion to the debaters. After the motion is presented,
each debater cannot talk with other people except their teammates. In addition, debaters
cannot use any electronic devices except electronic dictionaries (N.B. Use of mobile phones
and reference to the Internet is strictly prohibited). The team who violates these two rules
(prohibition of communication with non-teammates and of the usage of electronic devices
except electronic dictionaries) will lose the round.

(3) [Preparation of the Round (2 minutes before the round)] CP and TK must tell the debaters that
it is 2 minutes before the starting time of the round. In a face-to-face tournament, they ask
debaters to be seated in their seats to start the round and to put their Team-name board on
the blackboard and Name cards on their desks. Affirmative team is on the left side of the
judges, and the negative side is on the right side of the judges. They can put them in advance.
In online tournaments, they must log in zoom rooms with their school names and individual
names shown in a specific format on screens.

(4) [Announcement (90 seconds before)] TK starts announcement.
(5) [Start of the round] When the time comes, CP starts the game. During the game, debaters

cannot change their roles. Also, except for POIs, other debater members except for the
designated speaker cannot deliver a speech while the speaker is making a speech.

(6) [Each speech] Each round consists of six speeches. Debaters have to make their speeches in
front of the speech table put between the Government and the Opposition. There is no
preparation time between speeches. The name of speech and contents are shown as follows,
and speakers must remain at the speech table until the end of the given time. Speakers can
continue their speeches 15 seconds after given time (the content after 15 seconds over the
given time will be ignored). Reading of speeches from scripts is NOT recommended.

No Speech Name and given time Main speech contents
1 [GOV] Prime Minister (PM) 3 minutes Definition and the Government’s reason 1
2 [OPP] Leader of the Opposition (LO)

3 minutes
Rebuttal to GOV’s reasons 1 and
OPP’s reason 1

3 [GOV] Member of the Government
(MG) 3 minutes

Rebuttal to GOV’s reasons 1,
Reconstruction of GOV’s reasons 1, and
GOV’s reasons 2

4 [OPP] Member of the Government
(MO) 3 minutes

Rebuttal to GOV’s reasons 1 and 2 and
Reconstruction of OPP’s reasons 1, and
GOV’s reasons 2

5 [OPP] Leader of the Opposition Reply
(LOR)  2 minutes

Summary (why the Opposition is superior)

6 [GOV] Prime Minister Reply (PMR)
2 minutes

Rebuttal to OPP’s reasons 2 and
Summary (why the Government is superior)

(7) [POI] Debaters can ask questions or make comments during the speeches of the opposite side
within 15 seconds. This is called Point of Information (POI).
- POI should be done as follows.

[face-to-face] When debaters make POI, they must stand up and say, “POI” or “On the
point, sir / ma’am” putting one of their hands on their head and pointing at the speaker
with the other hand.
[online] Show a piece of paper written POI on it through a camera. If the opponent does
not notice the paper, the debaters can turn on their mics and say POI.



- Speakers can decide if they accept or refuse POI. If they accept POI, they say, “Yes,
please,” if they refuse, “No, thank you.” If POI is refused in a face-to-face tournament, the
students sit down.

- A POI can only be offered 30 seconds after the beginning of the speech (the first sound).
POIs can then continue to be offered until the end of the speech time.

- Even If a POI is refuted, they can make POI again in 15 seconds.
- POI time (asking time and answering time, for example) is included in the given speech

time.
- POI cannot be made to the teammates.
- During the 4 main speeches, students should be encouraged to offer 2-4 POIs. However,

offering too many is not recommended. In addition, the first four speakers should be
encouraged to accept several POIs.

- POI during the reply speech is not allowed.
(8) [CP and TK] Chairperson announces the start of each speech and the timekeeper starts

counting time at the announcement. Timekeepers tell time to the debaters and judges by the
sound made by clapping or knocking. Time sound should be made (1)One sound at 30
seconds after the start (POI starting time), (2) Two sounds at the exact given speech time,
and (3) Endless sounds from 15 seconds after the given speech time (to force speakers to
give up speaking).

(9) [After the round] After the round, all the debaters shake their hands with each other.
(10) [Result announcement] Judges fill the judge paper and fold it in half. Then timekeepers

accept the judge paper from each judge and pass them to MB as quickly as possible.
Judges individually tell debaters the following four statements; (a) The result of the game, i.e.
the winner, (b) the brief statement of the reason for the decision, (c) the best debater of the
round (one each match). (a), (b) and (c) must be decided by each judge individually without
discussion with each other and be presented to the debaters separately.

6 [Preliminary round, semi final and final] There are four preliminary rounds; each team has two
games in the affirmative side and two games in the negative side. Four top teams can go to the
semi-finals. The formula is as follows; (a) total number of votes (b) total number of best debaters
(c) sum of the votes of four opponent teams in the preliminary rounds.

Team points = (a)x10000 + (b)x100 + (c)
Teams are to be ranked according to the team points. When the top four cannot be decided even
if this formula is used, they decide the top four with Janken and the winner goes to the next
round. The Semi-final rounds are top 1 vs top 4 and top 2 vs. top 3. Affirmative or negative will be
decided by the way MB decides. The winners of the semi-finals go to the Final.

7 [Judges] Judges make decisions by themselves, independently. They decide the winner by
focusing on persuasiveness. While they are judging, they prepare for the brief comments at the
announcement time. If a team does not make any POI or does not accept any POI at all even if
the opponent makes POIs, in a preliminary round, whichever teams who makes more POIs can win
the round only when both teams’ persuasiveness is relatively the same.

- Judgement must not be done by their own belief or their expertise knowledge; rather, they
make the judgement based on the speeches. It must be noted that the decision should not
be made only by debate’s English skills, such as pronunciation.

- If debates define words or restate motions far from its original meaning, which is
commonly accepted in the society, judges should ignore them. For example, when the
motion is “All the high school students should study abroad,” if debates try to restrict “All
the high school students” as only the first-year students or students in Japan or one
prefecture, judges should ignore those restrictions from the viewpoints of fairness and
education. (The opposite side should point out that such restrictions should not be
allowed.)



- Judges can kindly ask speakers to speak louder or more slowly when it is too difficult to
understand the speech by gestures or quick advice. If that situation continues even if
judges ask, in the last comment, judges should advise students about proper speech and if
it influences their decision making, they can tell about that.

- Judges are the ones MB approves. They should take judging training in advance managed
by the MB.

8 [Awards] The top 3 teams in each category receive awards. The top 3 best debaters in each
category receive awards as well in the closing ceremony. If there are several students who have
received the same number of votes as the best debater of a round, they will be ranked higher
according to (1) the number of wins of their team. If they are still ranked the same under that
condition, they will be ranked higher according to (2) the number of games they participated in.



ONLINE PDA Judge Sheet Game ID 　 Round: 1st / 2nd / 3rd / 4th / S-F / Final
Before the round starts, please check and write each team’s name & ID, and every debater’s name & ID.

Affirmative Team (GOV) Negative Team (OPP)

Team ID Team Name Team ID Team Name

Speaker 1
(PM)

ID Name Speaker 1
(LO)

ID Name

Speaker 2
(MG)

ID Name Speaker 2
(MO)

ID Name

Speaker 3
(PMR)

ID Name Speaker 3
(LOR)

ID Name

1. List of issues
Each side should not present more than two
issues. Ignore extra ADs and DAs!

2. Content 3. Style 4.Overall Persuasiveness

Affirmative (GOV) Good  5  4  3  2  1  Bad Good  5  4  3  2  1  Bad Good  5  4  3  2  1  Bad

Negative (OPP) Good  5  4  3  2  1  Bad Good  5  4  3  2  1  Bad Good  5  4  3  2  1  Bad

*Content and style decide the overall persuasiveness.

1. The Winner
Please be extra cautious that the team you are writing here
was actually debating on the side you intend to vote for!

Game ID Team ID Team Name

2. Best Debater
Please choose one person for each (PM / MG / PMR, LO /
MO / LOR)

Best Debater (name)

ID

Do not sign until you have made your decision. A signed sheet will be considered a final decision.

3. Judge’s Signature Judge ID Judge’s Signature

IMPORTANT: Please follow this procedure.

Make your
decision

⇒ Type results
on Google
Form

⇒ Tell the result to the
students and then
show the screen

⇒ Send ⇒ Make
comments

After the game, please send the results (1-3 Above, via Google Form https://forms.gle/……. (provided later) ).
Right before you send the results, please make sure to double check if correct information is to be sent to the
Board (c.f. Judge’s manual). If you notice any error or mistake after you send the result, please contact the Board
immediately. Thank you.

https://forms.gle/Z5rFP6mg5UfQuyRE6
https://forms.gle/%E2%80%A6%E2%80%A6
https://forms.gle/Z5rFP6mg5UfQuyRE6

